FLEET®

Telematics
Fleet Solutions

The Driving Force Behind Vehicle Intelligence

Redtail is a global leader in the design,
manufacture and distribution of
quality customized telematics products
Any organization that owns a fleet of vehicles can use Redtail’s
technology to ensure their vehicles are being driven well
and are where they’re supposed to be. An entire fleet can be
tracked online and data captured to help fleet managers gain
unparalleled visibility of driver behavior (i.e. acceleration, braking
and cornering), as well as the status of their vehicles. This
information is helping fleet managers better schedule routine
maintenance and drive down operational costs.
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Multi-use

Data capture

Redtail is used in all kinds
of fleet vehicles, from heavy
equipment and emergency
services vehicles, to taxis and
school buses.

It records driver behavior
(i.e. rapid acceleration, harsh
braking, extreme cornering),
vehicle maintenance (i.e.
engine status, battery voltage),
and location (both in built-up
spaces and on rugged terrain).

Easy analysis

Save money

Fleet managers can access this
information on easy-to-use
dashboards, from a computer,
tablet or smartphone.

It can deliver fleet managers
a return on investment in less
than three months through
efficiency savings.

Serving the fleet industry

Redtail’s technology is supporting fleets in a number of different
sectors, including:

Redtail’s GPS tracking system offers real time location, mapping
and driver behavior information on demand. It provides fleet
managers with the data they need to improve driving behavior
and reduce fuel consumption. Crucially it enables fleet managers
to locate their vehicles and drivers at all times.
Redtail’s telematics technology has the ability to identify
problematic driver behavior, including:

National & local
/regional
government

It also detects engine status, mileage, device alerts and battery
voltage to protect against unnecessary maintenance and
repair costs.
By identifying these habits and determining a vehicle’s status,
Redtail can extend the overall life of a vehicle by measuring and
sending alerts to drivers when it is exposed to undue wear and
tear, encourage better driving behavior and reduce the cost of
maintenance and repair.
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Redtail Vehicle Asset Management
(VAM) Module
VAM captures and provides data on driver behavior, including
rapid acceleration, harsh braking and sharp cornering, as well
as a vehicle’s maintenance status. This information unlocks
significant return on investment and savings.
Redtail Rugged extends VAM to off-road, rugged terrain.
It pinpoints company assets in remote areas, day or night,
and provides location aware information for machines
and vehicles.
In terms of the data it captures, VAM’s high speed sampling
rate and ability to record up to 1,000 data points per second,
(10x more data than other current-generation technology),
means it can paint a very accurate account of events as they
happen. It takes driver behavior observation a step beyond
satellite tracking and enables a level of detail not seen

Asset Management GPS device and its turnkey fleet
management solution to our small and medium fleet

elsewhere in the market.

customers, and the response has been entirely positive.

The VAM module can also be integrated into car systems,

device, our customers are finding all their needs covered

giving fleet managers a degree of remote control over their
vehicles – from starter disable, to door lock. In the event
a vehicle is reported as stolen for instance, a fleet manager
can immobilize it.
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“We have been providing Redtail’s VAM1 Vehicle

Now, with the addition of the self-powered Redtail Rugged
in one cost-effective solution.”
Susan Johnson
COO of Encompass

Redtail Fleet Management System
(FMS)
FMS captures data and delivers intelligence to fleet managers
to help them achieve operational efficiencies from their fleet.
It enables fleet managers to set unlimited boundaries, monitor
speeding, customize points of interest and assist in dispatching
the closest driver to a location for re-routing.

Redtail’s fleet offering includes:
Dashboards
T
 o make it easy for management and staff to access crucial,
current data at a glance, to quickly identify and manage risky
driver behavior

Driver Behavior
T
 o capture rapid acceleration, harsh braking and excessive
cornering data from fleet vehicles to improve driver behavior
and reduce fuel consumption

Mapping and location
T
 o track fleet vehicles in real-time via computer, smartphone
or tablet

Vehicle information
T
 o run predictive maintenance on everything from rotating
tires to changing oil; avoids unexpected out-of-service fleet
vehicles, which costs companies money

Mobile App
S
 o fleet managers can keep in touch with their vehicles 24/7
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Testimonials
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“Prior to installing the Redtail devices, the drivers would

“We decided to use Redtail because we feared we were

idle the vehicles excessively, wasting fuel. I know this

losing money by not being able to schedule additional

because the town cars have an engine idle meter on

service calls. After installing the device, we found one of

them. Once Redtail was installed, I was able to catch the

our technicians starting his day two hours later than he

drivers idling excessively and put an end to that driver

was required to. Plus, he would wander off during the day,

behavior, thus reducing fuel consumption and emissions.

take “power naps” in the park and go home early. This

The next month’s fuel bill was several hundred dollars

system will help us save thousands of dollars in wasted

lower than average and there is a continued saving.”

costs each month.”

Robert McKenzie

Sarah

La Jolla Star Transportation

Valley Food Equipment

The company is unique in that it controls every aspect of the
telematics supply chain. This gives it incredible flexibility in how
it delivers tailored solutions to its customers.
In every instance, Redtail’s consultancy services will advise
on how to deliver different business outcomes and tailor its
technology accordingly. This approach makes Redtail a strong
partner, both for those that have a clearly defined view of what
their telematics needs are, and for those that are exploring
the potential of the technology for business efficiency and
innovation purposes.

About Redtail Telematics
Redtail was established to explore the potential of GPS
technology, turning location and accelerometer data into
meaningful insights. As one of the few full service telematics
providers with complete control over its hardware and software
supply chain, it is able to tailor a distinctive solution to almost
any business need.
Redtail’s GPS systems are used by major insurers in the US
and Europe and fleets across all industries, including taxi fleets,
emergency services and heavy equipment. Its GPS consumer
product is also fitted in thousands of new cars and can be
purchased and fitted by drivers.
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Redtail Telematics is a global provider of wireless technology

Drawing on the design and development credentials of sister

delivering vehicle intelligence to customers in the insurance,

company Plextek Consulting (www.plextek.com), an award-

automotive and fleet management sectors worldwide. Redtail’s

winning designer and manufacturer of communications systems

solutions are used to manage fleets, its data warehouses have

for technology customers worldwide, the team has delivered

recorded more than a billion miles of data, and it is delivering

more than 6 million hardware units into the automotive

a third of the telematics insurance installed UK base, using

aftermarket with an unmatched track record of quality, reliability

vehicle based intelligence to offer fairer, more innovative ways

and performance.

to calculate premiums, assess crashes and evaluate claims.
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